
Infovista’s Ativa Automated Ops incorporates advanced analytics and automation capabilities, including AI/

ML-based prediction; dynamic, real-time troubleshooting and alerting; complex KPI calculation and forecasting; 

and automated AI-based alarm suppression. Coupled with a flexible, easy to configure workflow automation 

engine, it enables you to accelerate your automation journey by reducing the need for complex, case-by-case 

integration projects and highly specialist data science expertise.

Built-in AIOps-powered automation: cross-domain, cross-application 
workflow, process and analytics automation for the next generation NOC/SOC

Infovista Ativa™ Automated Ops reduces time, effort and cost for network and service operations by 

unlocking automation use cases that span multiple applications. It provides workflow, process, and 

analytics automation with AIOps capabilities that are shared across each of the Ativa applications, 

with the flexibility to interoperate with external systems for broad use case applicability. 

• Automate manual tasks with the simple to 
configure workflow automation engine

• Automate cross-application processes with an 
automation engine shared across the Ativa suite

• Automate root-cause identification with cross-
domain top-down and bottom-up automated 
troubleshooting

• Prevent customer-impacting issues with 
automated remediation based on predicted 
performance degradations and faults

• Enhance issue prioritization with automated alarm 
suppression, correlation and customer impact 
assessment based on AIOps technology

• Accelerate response times for lower mean time 
to repair (MTTR) with automated trouble-ticketing, 
notifications and recommendations
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Ativa™ Automated Ops
Part of the Infovista Ativa™ suite of applications for 
Automated Assurance and Operations
Eliminate repetitive manual tasks, accelerate time-to-resolve, 
enhance predictive accuracy and reduce OPEX with flexible, 
configurable AI/ML-powered automated operations



Infovista Ativa™ Automated Ops

AIOps
AI-powered alarm 
suppression, fault

correlation, customer-
impact-based prioritization 

MLOps
ML-powered modeling of complex 
business and network KPI 
prediction scenarios based on 
network digital twin

Workflow Automation
GUI-based, cross-application 
workflow automation design and 
management
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Our customers use Ativa Automated Ops to 

accelerate their automation journey, introducing 

more extensive, sophisticated and intelligent 

automation, establishing more efficient, agile cross-

domain processes, and lowering OPEX and MTTR in 

the process.

Infovista’s Ativa Automated Ops contains three 

modules, designed to work independently or as 

combinations. It forms the underlying automation 

capability for the entire Ativa suite of applications:

AIOps: AI-powered context-aware fault correlation 
and alarm suppression.

Advanced AIOps capabilities bring AI-powered 

alarm suppression, fault correlation and prioritization 

based on customer impact. With advanced AI 

and ML algorithms, the system becomes more 

accurate and sophisticated with time, augmenting 

your troubleshooting and analysis operations by 

discovering more patterns and correlations the 

longer it is exposed to live operations

MLOps: ML-powered digital twin modeling and 

KPI prediction

Automated advanced analytics for augmented KPI 

prediction uses highly granular digital twin models 

and scenario analysis. The MLOps module uncovers 

complex multi-factor relationships by applying ML 

algorithms to historical data across operational, 

financial, marketing, content, user density and 

contextual categories. For example, this enables 

more accurate prediction of customer experience and 

revenue, under different scenarios of radio network 

investment, content trends or subscriber growth

Workflow Automation: Rapid GUI-based workflow 
automation design.

Workflow automation enables the creation of 

automated workflows with little or no coding 

required. As a shared application that comes pre-

integrated with all Ativa applications, it supports 

the rapid creation of cross-application workflows 

that would typically require extensive coding and 

customization

Modular and complementary: the flexibility to select the modules you need
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Unlocking multi-domain network lifecycle automation use cases: 
Empowering 360° Assurance and Smart CAPEX

Ativa Automated Ops powers automation use case across multiple automated assurance and operations 

modules. With a common user interface and shared analytics, correlation, modeling and policy management 

engines, the Ativa applications come with a growing catalog of pre-integrated use-case based solutions. Ativa 

Automated Ops can also interoperate with your existing assurance systems to deliver these same use cases 

without the need to replace your existing applications. This prevents operation systems modernization from 

becoming a bottleneck to delivering business benefits from Infovista’s network lifecycle automation (NLA) use 

case solutions. Ativa Automated Ops empowers these solutions in the following ways:

• End-to-end predictive analysis: What-if scenario 

modeling for forecasting use cases such as Smart 

CAPEX, incorporating performance, experience, fault 

and service quality data from across Ativa applications

• End-to-end troubleshooting: Automated troubleshooting 

for cross-domain 360° Assurance use cases with native 

capability to cross-launch Ativa modules and functions to 

support cross-domain correlation

• End-to-end process automation with trouble-ticketing 

and trouble-ticket enrichment based on predictive 

indicators of high-risk customer-impacting issues

• End-to-end orchestration with the flexibility to co-

create targeted actions such as restarting, scaling, 

reconfiguring, re-instantiation
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Infovista is the global leader in network lifecycle automation (NLA) for the next-gen networks era. With its 
unique NLA approach, Infovista allows communications service providers (CSPs) and enterprises to improve 
their network performance and customer experience, optimize their productivity, and reduce their costs, 
while maximizing return on their investments. Spanning the entire network lifecycle, Infovista’s products 
and solutions leverage an open, integrated, cloud-native portfolio that automates tasks, flows, analytics, 
and decisions to the greatest extent possible. More than 1,500 customers, including 400 mobile network 
operators, around the world rely on Infovista to plan, design, deploy, test, operate, support, optimize, evolve, 
report on and monetize their networks.
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